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What Is Forex Trading?

When it comes to forex trading for beginners, you want to know what the going on. Forex means 
foreign exchange, which is a form of currency trading. The financial market where forex trading 
happens is the global financial market. Do you want to trade forex but don't know where to start? Are 
you looking for a guide on how to trade foreign currencies? This article will take you through the basics 
of forex trading.

What Is Forex Trading?

Forex is a financial market in which traders buy and sell currencies. The forex market is the world's 
largest and most liquid market, with an average daily trading volume of over $5 trillion. The forex 
market comprises two types of currency exchange: spot trading and forward trading. In spot trading, 
traders buy and sell currencies at current rates. In forward trading, traders agree to trade at a future 
date and price (price is adjusted for interest rate changes). The exchange rate for each currency is 
determined by supply and demand, with the price of a currency fluctuating based on market forces.

How Do Forex Traders Make Money?

Forex traders earn profits by buying when the price of one currency falls and selling when it rises. It's 
simple but not easy. Most traders lose money because they don't know how to trade or manage risk 
appropriately.



What Are Forex Pairs?

Major currency pairs – The major currency pairs are the most liquid and traded forex pairs on the 
market. They include the following some of the most popular trading instruments such as: 
USD/JPY, EUR/USD, GBP/USD, CAD/USD, AUD/USD and NZD/USD. 

Minor currency pairs - The minor currency pairs are less liquid than the majors but still traded by 
many investors. They include the following: USD/CHF, EUR/CHF, GBP/CHF and EUR/GBP. Minor 
currencies do not include the US Dollar.

Exotic pairs- These are also known niche currencies from developing economies. They have limited 
demand from traders in comparison to other major currencies. Exotic pairs include the following: 
USD/HKD, NZD/SGD, USD/MXN, JPB/ZAR and JPY/NOK.

A currency pair is the pairing of currencies, such as EUR/USD or USD/JPY. Forex trading can be divided 
into three main categories:

What Are Forex  Pips?

Forex pips are an indicator for assessing the strength of an exchange rate movement. Pips measures 
change in price per unit of time at 1/100th of a point (0.01%).



Spreads, Lots & Margin

Spread and Lot Size

The spread is the difference between the bid and ask price. It is the difference between buying and 
selling at a given price. The larger this spread, the more expensive it is to buy or sell. A trader should 
always use an online broker that has low spreads. The lot size is the maximum amount of currency you 
can trade within one transaction. If you have a substantial position, it may not fit into a single order. 
The broker usually determines this, but some brokers allow unlimited orders.

Leverage And Margin Requirements

Leverage and margin requirements are two of the most critical factors that traders should consider 
when entering into a forex trade. These terms are often used interchangeably but are actually two 
different things.
Leverage is a way to increase your profits by taking on more risk. It is how much money you can 
borrow from your broker. Margin is the amount of money you have to put up to open a trading position.

Individual brokers set margin requirements according to risk tolerance and customer needs, so trading 
with leverage can be complicated. If you're unsure what level of leverage is suitable for your situation, 
talk with your broker before trading any significant amount of funds.



Forex Trading Skills

Growth rate
Inflation rate
Interest rates

What Is Market Analysis?

Market analysis is the process of trying to analyze forex charts and anticipate future price movements. 
Fundamental analysis is the process of evaluating a currency's economic factors to determine its 
value. The fundamental analysis looks at things like:

Technical analysis is a more technical form of analyzing charts and price patterns to predict future 
market movements. It focuses on measuring price trends over time to identify patterns in price 
movement that can be used for trading purposes. Technical analysis uses historical data from past 
periods to predict how that particular pattern will repeat itself in future periods with similar 
characteristics

What Is A Trading Platform?

If you're trading forex, you need to learn how to use trading platforms. You can use the MetaTrader4 
(MT4) platform to open, monitor, and close your trading positions. It allows traders to create their own 
trading strategies and test them against historical data. MT4 is available for Windows, OS X and Linux 
operating systems.



Trading Tools

Trading Calculators

Trading calculators can be a handy addition to any trader’s toolkit. They can help you convert 
currencies,  calculate your margin requirements, and forecast your potential profit and loss for a trade. 
They are very helpful for less confident traders, especially beginners, who may need a bit of extra help 
making these essential calculations. 

Trading Signals

Trading signals are alerts that let you know about new opportunities to trade. Trading signals can 
either be ‘hand-made’ i.e. generated by real people, with real experience. Or they can be generated 
automatically using algorithms. Both types work well, and both are based on in-depth market analysis 
and research. Some providers choose to use a combination of these methods. This means you get the 
advantages of both systematic data-driven analysis and of good old-fashioned expert judgement. 

Economic Calendars

When trading forex, knowing about the economic calendar and what information can affect the market 
is essential. It is essential to know when countries have elections and when central banks make 
decisions about interest rates etc. Some of these events can significantly impact currency values, so it 
is essential to follow them closely so that you are prepared for any changes in currency values.



Trading Tips For Beginners

As a first-time trader, you might find it helpful to focus your time and resources on just a few currency pairs. 
The more focused you are, the more focused your research and preparation will be. You can start looking at 
past data and trying to pick out recent price trends. And you can also start looking out for any market 
updates that might affect the price of those currencies. That way, when you make your first live trade, you’ll 
have a much better feel for the market.

As a first-time trader, you might also benefit from starting out on a demo account. A demo account is the 
perfect place to try new strategies and practise using different trading tools. If you’re not sure where to 
start, you could sign up for trading signals. That way you will get a steady stream of trading ideas to test. 
You could also use it as an opportunity to practise basic risk management strategies, such as learning to 
use stop-loss orders

Final Thoughts

Forex trading isn't easy. You need learn about the forex market and you need to have a solid plan before 
every trade. But with the right help, and the right resources, forex trading can be a great way to earn money. 
For more information, and for more free educational resources, visit stereomafx.com. 

Risk warning: Trading derivatives and leveraged products carries a high level of risk, including the risk of 
losing substantially more than your initial investment. It is not suitable for everyone. Before you make any 
decision in relation to a financial product you should obtain and consider our Product Disclosure Statement 
(PDS) and Financial Services Guide (FSG) available on our website and seek independent advice if necessary


